Let's discuss Internet Governance!

20 – 22 June 2022
Trieste, Italy

Set the sails right!
Host 2022

Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP)

in cooperation with:
Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi Avanzati (SISSA),
New programme structure

- **4 Focus Areas**
  - not reflecting a specific category → cross cutting
  - discussion from different angels
  - 2 x morning / 2x afternoon
  - complementary workshops before or thereafter

- **2 parallel tracks**
  - plenary = hybrid format
  - workshop = online only

- **Online sessions** (optional / on demand)
  - “Run Up Sessions” before EuroDIG
  - “Follow Up Session” after EuroDIG

- **Day zero**
  - self organises by the groups
  - open to everyone (hybrid and online only)
New programme structure

4 Focus Areas with subtopics

1. Digital sovereignty – is Europe going in the right direction to keep the Internet safe and open?

2. Reality check – do we implement effective regulations and set the right standards to solve the problems of the future?

3. Coming next – outlook on new technologies and can existing governance bodies cope with them?

4. Battle of value systems – how the Internet is impacted by geopolitical trouble.

→ 4 Messages from Trieste + Youth Messages
SISSA Main Auditorium

- 500 seats
- hybrid sessions
- plenary style
- 4 speaker maximum
- open mic for audience
- live transcription

Challenge → big physical gap between panel and audience!
Workshop Rooms

- 2 rooms / 25 seats each
- 2 rooms for one session
- live transcription
- virtual only sessions
- everyone needs to be in Zoom
- fixed camera + Zoom gallery
- room audio
- no moderator in the room only in Zoom

Challenge ➔ Participants to switch on the camera but NOT connect audio
Focal Point and Org Teams

Org Teams are open for everyone to join – even at a later stage!

The Org Team agrees on:
- session title
- session description
- session format
- key participants
- moderator

The Focal Point:
- reaches out to submitter
- coordinates the Org Team
- cooperates with the EuroDIG secretariat and the SME
- is responsible for keeping the deadlines
- respects the session principles
- is contact point for new Org Team members
- is responsible to publish all information on the wiki

The EuroDIG Secretariat assists and provides:
- contacts to submitters and other Org Team members
- Reporter
- Remote moderator / session host
- virtual meeting rooms (Zoom)
- mailing lists and other online collaboration tools
- wiki space and assistance
- VIP participation (in special cases)
EuroDIG session principles

- focus on the emerging issues on the European agenda
- avoid duplication or “just more of the same” (check previous years)
- avoid seminar style (not just a series of power point presentations)
- each speaker - 5 min “punchy” statements or provocative questions
- not more than 4 key participants
- include the (remote) audience as much and early as possible
- (Self-) promotion for speaking slots or “speaker placement” – is not appreciated
- stakeholder balance - considering gender, age and geographical balance
- publish all information about your session on the wiki as soon as possible
EuroDIG session roles

- **Subject Matter Expert (SME)**
  - cluster proposals and help drafting the programme
  - oversee the Focus Areas
  - assist the Focal Point
  - ensure the session principles are respected

- **Focal Point**
  - responsibility and lead of the session planning process
  - to work in close cooperation with the Secretariat and the SME

- **Org Team**
  - open to everyone, not only submitter
  - open over the entire planning phase
EuroDIG session roles

- **Key Participants / Panellist**
  - will be assigned by the Org Team
  - are experts to provide their knowledge during a session
  - should contribute to the session planning process not just come as a speaker
  - keep statements short and punchy

- **Moderator (auditorium / virtual)**
  - managing the physical / virtual room
  - moderate the panel
  - connect to the session host

- **Session Host**
  - opening the sessions
  - managing the virtual room
  - monitor and moderate remote participants
  - connect to the session moderator
EuroDIG session roles

- Reporters drafting the Messages
  - Messages are compiled for each Focus Area and form the main output of the annual EuroDIG. Find the messages from 2021 [here](#).
  - Reporters from the [Geneva Internet Platform](#) will be assigned to take notes and to formulate the messages that:
    - related to European Internet governance policy
    - are forward looking and propose goals and activities that can be initiated after EuroDIG (recommendations)
    - propose goals and activities for policy makers
    - in (rough) consensus with the audience

- These Messages are agreed at the end of each day by the audience. The Org Team has one more week thereafter to finalise them on our [Commenting Plattform](#).
EuroDIG wiki

www.eurodigwiki.org

The wiki is publicly accessible and serves the following purposes:

1. public programme overview incl. session details → to attract participation
2. information source on the session planning process → including minutes from calls
3. collaboration tool for the session org team → discussion page
4. easy access for new participants to join the org team → mailing list with archive
5. EuroDIG archive / source for researchers → videos, reports, transcripts, links

Request access to the wiki by sending email to wiki@eurodig.org!
If you feel uncomfortable to edit the wiki, send content to wiki@eurodig.org and we do the upload.

Kindly always use your own words or indicate when you are quoting and refer to the source.
WS 13 2020

Consolidated programme 2020 overview / Day 2

To follow the current discussion on this topic, see the discussion tab on the upper left side of this page.

Final title of the session: Please send the final title as early as possible, latest until 27 April 2020 to wiki@eurodig.org. Do not edit the title of the page at the wiki on your own. The link to your session may otherwise disappear.

Working title: Security and data protection in SEE region and in relation to EU regulations

Proposals: #6, #7, #8, #25, #32, #175 (#13, #73, #102, #122, #164, #165, #172)

Get involved!

You are invited to become a member of the session Org Team! By joining a Org Team you agree to that your name and affiliation will be published at the respective wiki page of the session for transparency reasons.

Please subscribe to the mailing list to join the Org Team and answer the email that will be send to you requesting your confirmation of subscription.
Timeline

- Immediately / ongoing:
  - session teaser (1-2 lines)
  - conf call schedule / minutes

- Until 20 May 2022:
  - final title of the session
  - session description
  - (format)
  - key participants / panellist (name, institution)
  - co-moderators (name, institution)
Next steps

1. Subscribe yourself to the mailing list and introduce yourself.
2. Some people are already subscribed to mailing list → check archive.
3. Invite people from your network to the Org Team.
4. Schedule a first call asap
5. Move all communication regarding the session to the mailing list.
6. Move ahead without leaving any one behind but keep the deadlines.

We are looking forward to cooperating with you!